
Bo  nner County Communications Advisory Board (BCCAB) Minutes

A Regular Meeting of the Bonner County Communications Advisory Board (BCCAB)
was held on Thursday, August 14th, 2014, at 1:30 p.m., in Administration Building First 
Floor Conference Room. 

Attendance: Bob Howard, Bob Wathen, Brad Mitton, Daryl Wheeler, George Cordingly, Larry 
Larsen, Marcus Robbins, Michael Hutter, Mike Nielsen, Peggy Smith, Ray Mills, Ron Stocking,
Ror Lakewold, Ross Crawford, Scott Grimmett, Shannon Mitchell, Tammy Klingler, Thor 
Wiegman.

I. Call To Order – The meeting was called to order at 13:37 by chair Wheeler. 

          Welcome message from the chair; Peggy Smith and Ron Stocking (Fire), and Ross 
          Crawford (EMS).

II. Adoption of Agenda and Minutes.  

Chief Hutter moved to adopt the agenda as presented. The motion was seconded and all 
were in favor.

Peggy Smith moved to adopt the previous meeting's minutes. The motion was seconded 
and all were in favor.

III. Public Comment Period 

There were no public comments.

IV. New Business:
            
In consideration of the new members, the chair provided a brief overview of the  
functions of the BCCAB.
Since 2006 the BCCAB has functioned to advise the Board of County  
Commissioners regarding communication decisions. For example, a past 
recommendation of the BCCAB was to move from UHF to VHF to strengthen county-
wide interoperability. Other decisions included allocation of Homeland Security grant 
funds to purchase mobile radios, the testing of these radios by multiple agencies, and the
move (which should happen in the next few months) to a county-wide VHF system.

1.  Communication System Status Update – Thor Wiegman
• Through the use of the Radio Help Form and troubleshooting, the 

EMS/Fire issuing of keying up has been solved. 
• The voter issue has improved by adjusting the treble.



• The auto-disconnect as a result of voter processes has been solved by new
equipment put in place to prevent this.

• The logging recorder individual issues reported has been associated with
older radios being used.

• Sandpont Baldy lost some inverters, so now there will be double-
redundant inverters installed.

• Telemetry has been installed at the communication sites to monitor
remotely the health of the site and help troubleshoot and/or eliminate
possible issues.

2. Possible advisement regarding the recent letters to the BoCC from Chief
Wathen and Captain Bailey.

• Chief Stocking relayed the conclusion from the recent Fire Chief's
meeting that they are “disappointed in the radio system.”

• They would like to form a committee to meet to discuss perceived
problems and issues with the communication system.

• Chair Wheeler inquired as to if they had filled out the online Radio Help
Form, however, the chiefs stated they did not.

• The Technical team was unaware of the problems the Fire Chiefs brought
up, and encouraged them to utilize the help form, enabling the
technicians to become aware of the issues and begin working towards a
solution.

• Both the Radio Help Form and telemetry (remote monitoring) are
currently, and have been, in place to help diagnose problems/issues.

• Captain Bailey asserted the VHF system was “terrible.”
• An alternative to the VHF system would be using the 700 MHz system,

but this would require expensive infrastructure and additional equipment
to connect to Dispatch.

• It was suggested by the chair that the priority should be interoperability
between agencies rather than going digital or not.

• A Quarterly meeting was suggested for radio technicians, lead by Thor
Wiegman, in which subjects such as channel standardization and master
frequencies should be discussed.

• The Fire Chiefs would like to have an additional representative to the
BCCAB.

Marcus Robbins made a motion to add a second Fire Representative to the 
            BCCAB. The motion was seconded and all were in favor.

The chair stated he would have a letter prepared for the Commissioners asking 
            for this change in the Resolution. 

Chief Hutter made a motion to adjourn at 15:21. The motion was seconded              
and all were in favor. 

Shannon Mitchell, secretary, BCCAB


